One function of the visual system is to combine the different views of the two eyes so that each object appears in a single direction. Using pairs of isolated dots, previous studies have found that binocular fusion gives way to diplopia if the disparity gradient between the dots is steep. This paper evaluates whether fusion is possible in the presence of steep disparity gradients if those gradients occur between the edges of two surfaces, not isolated dots. Two target squares with a steep disparity gradient were presented alone, or were incorporated into separate surfaces -one foreground, the other background. The addition of surfaces, or support texture, restored fusion, overcoming the disparity gradient constraint on fusion. Visual direction was the average of the monocular views in the presence of support texture, indicating that single vision arose from fusion rather than a local suppression of one eye's view. The results suggest a close relationship between the disparity gradient constraint on fusion and the mitigating influence of support texture, because both effects decline dramatically over the same small range of element separations and both effects are reduced by differences in contrast polarity.
Introduction
The lateral separation of the eyes generates interocular differences in the size, shape, contrast and direction of objects. Although these interocular differences are perceived during diplopia, each object usually appears in a single direction. Understanding how the visual system combines the monocular views to yield single vision is a fundamental problem in binocular vision research. As discussed in more detail below, several studies report that the visual system is unable to combine the monocular views in the presence of steep disparity gradients: single vision gives way to diplopia if two points have a small angular separation compared with their separation in depth (e.g. Burt & Julesz, 1980; Prazdny, 1985; Scharff, 1997) . These studies have used an isolated pair of points as stimuli, so these data do not indicate how the disparity gradient affects the fusion of surfaces and other stimuli more typical of natural scenes. This paper investigates whether single vision is possible in the presence of steep disparity gradients if those gradients occur between the edges of two surfaces, not isolated points.
Single vision gives way to diplopia if an object's binocular disparity exceeds a critical value, or fusion limit. The fusion limit is approximately 15 arcmin for dots or lines presented in the fovea (Mitchell, 1966) and increases with retinal eccentricity (Mitchell, 1966; Ogle, 1950; Panum, 1858; Palmer, 1961; Schor, Wesson & Robertson, 1986) . The fusion limit increases with the amplitude of low spatial frequencies (Rohaly & Wilson, 1993; Roumes, Plantier, & Menu, 1997; Schor, Wood, & Ogawa, 1984; Wilson, Blake, & Pokorny, 1988) , decreases with the amplitude of high spatial frequencies (Kulikowski, 1978; Schor, Wood, & Ogawa, 1984) and can exceed 2°for large surfaces (Boman & Kertesz, 1985; Kertesz, 1981; Erkelens, 1988) .
Single vision also depends on the angular separation between objects with different disparities (Braddick, 1979; Tyler, 1975) . Burt and Julesz (1980) measured the fusion limit for a pair of dots as a function of the direction and magnitude of their angular separation. They found that the fusion limit was constrained by a disparity gradient, defined as the dots' relative disparity divided by their angular separation (Fig. 1 ). Burt and Julesz (1980) reported that one of the dots appeared diplopic whenever the disparity gradient exceeded a value of 1 (Fig. 1) . However, the disparity gradient required to induce diplopia can be as high as 3 if the dots have opposite contrast polarity to each other (Prazdny, 1985) or as low as 0.5 if the dots are presented in the periphery (Scharff, 1997) .
Although the disparity gradient clearly reduces the fusion limit for pairs of dots, there has been little work investigating its influence on the fusion limit for surfaces. McKee and Verghese (2002) created transparent surfaces so that each dot had the same disparity gradient with its nearest neighbour on the other surface. They observed that steep disparity gradients caused one of the surfaces to appear diplopic. Although this observation suggests that the disparity gradient limits fusion for stereo-transparent surfaces, it does not reveal whether the disparity gradient has a reduced influence on surfaces compared with isolated pairs of dots.
Natural scenes commonly contain steep disparity gradients between the edges of two opaque surfaces at different depths. For example, there is a steep disparity gradient between the edges of the surfaces in Fig. 2 . Because textures at different depths can have a small separation (or even abut as in Fig. 2 ), their disparity gradient can exceed that which causes diplopia for isolated pairs of dots (Burt & Julesz, 1980) . The aim of the present studies is to evaluate how steep disparity gradients affect fusion at such edges. Fig. 3 demonstrates that single vision can occur at the edges of surfaces even in the presence of steep disparity gradients. Fig. 3A shows a stereogram of an isolated pair of squares that appear diplopic because they have a steep disparity gradient. Fig. 3B shows the same pair of squares, but each of these target squares is located at the edge of a surface. Diplopia is less frequent in the context of the additional squares forming the surfaces (Fig. 3B ). This demonstration suggests that surface edges can overcome the disparity gradient constraint on single vision.
There are two processes that might achieve single vision at surface edges in the presence of steep disparity gradients: suppression of one eye's view; or fusion of the two eyes' views. According to the suppression theory, the 'suppressed' eye still contributes to stereopsis; only its contribution to visual direction is suppressed to avoid diplopia (Asher, 1953) . Alternatively, single vision at surface edges might arise from the fusion of one eye's view with the other eye's view. The fusion theory predicts that the visual direction of the squares will resemble the average of the two eyes' views. The suppression theory, on the other hand, predicts that one eye will mainly determine the visual direction of the surfaces. Ono, Angus, and Gregor (1977) provided evidence that single vision is achieved by both fusion and suppression. They measured the visual direction of a small disc relative to a large ring (Fig. 4A) . They found evidence of fusion for small disparities (<15 arcmin); the disc appeared concentric with the ring (Fig. 4B ), indicating that visual direction was the average of the two monocular views (see also Kommerell et al., 2003; Sheedy & Fry, 1979 Fig. 3 . Two stereograms demonstrating that the disparity gradient constraint on fusion is attenuated at surface edges. An isolated pair of squares with a steep disparity gradient (A). The same pair of target squares, but each square is located at the edge of a surface -one foreground, the other background (B). Diplopia occurs less frequently when the target squares are located at the edge of a surface.
Gregor (1977) also found evidence of suppression. At moderate disparities ($15 arcmin), although there was no diplopia, the visual direction of the disc and the ring was similar to their relative direction in one eye, not the average of their relative direction in the two eyes (see also Rose & Blake, 1988) . These data show that single vision can arise from either fusion or suppression, so it is unclear which process achieves single vision at surface edges in the presence of steep disparity gradients.
The main goal of the experiments in this article was to determine whether suppression or fusion explains why steep disparity gradients at surface edges do not generally result in diplopia. A pair of target squares was presented alone (similar to Fig. 3A) or at the edge of a small surface (similar to Fig. 3B ). The visual direction of the target squares relative to each other was measured. It is predicted that visual direction will resemble one of the monocular views when the target squares have a steep disparity gradient. Visual direction is expected to shift towards the average of the two eyes' views when the target squares are incorporated into a surface if fusion is responsible for single vision at surface edges. The stimuli were generated using the Psychtoolbox plugin for Matlab on a PowerPC G4 computer (Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) . The stimuli were presented on the screens of two Apple Cinema Displays with a resolution of 1600 Â 1200. Pixel size was 0.5 arcmin. A mirror stereoscope superimposed the screens at an optical and convergence distance of 2 m. A chinrest was used and black apertures were set 20 cm from the eyes to occlude the edges of the screen and ensure that each screen was only visible to one eye. Ono, Angus, and Gregor (1977) . 
Support features
Target squares attached to surfaces, 5' vertical separation Fig. 5 . Some of the stimuli for Experiment 1 (schematic). The target squares had a shallow disparity when their separation was 21 arcmin (top row) and a steep disparity when their separation was 5 arcmin (middle and bottom rows). In the critical condition (bottom row), six additional squares were arranged so that each target square was located at the edge of a surface -one foreground, the other background. The auxiliary view shows the squares from a 45°angle between the image plane and the observer's viewing direction. Fig. 5 shows a schematic of the stimuli. The target squares were black, binocularly visible, and subtended 4 arcmin. The luminance of the squares was <1 cd/m 2 and they were presented against a white background with a luminance of 105 cd/m 2 . The upper target square had a disparity of 5, 10, 15 or 29 arcmin relative to the lower target square and was closer in depth than the lower target square. The lower target square was presented in the centre of the screens. The upper target square was presented 5 or 21 arcmin above the lower target square. The small vertical separation (5 arcmin) generated steep disparity gradients equal to 1, 2, 3 and 5.8. The large vertical separation (21 arcmin) generated shallow disparity gradients equal to 0.24, 0.47, 0.71 and 1.4.
Stimuli
The target squares were either presented alone or in the presence of additional 'support squares' that incorporated each target square into a small frontal-plane surface. In the surface condition, six support squares were arranged in a checkerboard pattern above the upper target square and six were similarly arranged below the lower target square. The support squares had the same disparity as the target square they were attached to. The support squares were the same size and luminance as the target squares. In the presence of support squares, the lower and upper target squares were vertically separated by 5 arcmin, so the disparity gradient between the target squares was always steep in the surface condition.
Procedure
Prior to the experiment, observers were shown the target squares in each condition. The visual direction of the target squares, relative to each other, was measured by means of a pair of comparison squares. The comparison squares were the same size and luminance as the target squares. Both comparison squares had the same disparity as the lower target square and were presented 1°beneath the target squares. Observers moved the upper comparison squares horizontally using the arrow keys, so that the visual direction of the comparison square appeared horizontally offset from one another to the same degree as the target squares. Observers were informed that one of the target squares might appear in two horizontally separated directions simultaneously (diplopia). Observers were instructed to match the visual direction of the left diplopic direction of the target, not the average of the two diplopic directions. For each observer, all conditions were presented 10 times in a random order within a single block.
Observers
Nine observers participated. They were recruited from the University of New South Wales first year psychology subject pool and received a small amount of course credit. They were naïve of the aims and hypotheses.
Results and discussion
Fig . 6A shows the mean of the visual direction settings for all observers for the 10 arcmin disparity. A visual direction of zero would indicate that the target squares appeared vertically aligned and is consistent with ''ideal fusion'' where both eyes' contribute equally to visual direction. A visual direction of 5 arcmin would indicate that the right eye dominated, consistent with diplopia. Visual directions intermediate between these two extremes are difficult to classify as fused or unfused because one eye will often have a slightly stronger influence on visual direction than the other during fusion (Kommerell et al., 2003) . Nevertheless, the way the visual direction of the target squares shifts in the context of a surface indicates whether fusion or suppression has occurred. Visual direction is expected to shift in the context of support squares forming the surfaces if they restore fusion and do not simply lead to a suppression of one eye's view. A multivariate analysis of variance with planned orthogonal contrasts revealed that the support features forming the surfaces generated a significant shift in With a steep disparity gradient (equal to 2), the visual direction of isolated target squares was closer to right eye dominance than ideal fusion (white bar Fig. 6 ). The visual direction of the same target squares shifted closer to ideal fusion in the context of the support features forming the surfaces (grey bar Fig. 6 ). The magnitude of the shift was similar to that found when the disparity gradient was reduced to 0.5 by increasing the vertical separation of the target squares (black bar Fig. 6 ). Fig. 6B shows a histogram of all the visual direction settings for the surface condition. Most of the visual direction settings are close to zero, consistent with fusion; whereas a bimodal distribution with peaks at À5 and +5 arcmin would be consistent with a local suppression of one eye's view. Thus, the results clearly indicate that support features reduce the likelihood that the disparity gradient will disrupt fusion. Moreover, the results indicate that support features do not simply restore single vision by suppressing one of the diplopic images because the visual direction of the target squares indicates that single vision arose from the fusion of one monocular view with the other. Fig. 7 shows the mean visual direction for all disparities tested. For the 5 arcmin disparity, there was no effect of disparity gradient or support features, possibly because the fusion and diplopia predictions are similar for small disparities. For the 15 and 30 arcmin disparities, visual direction was closer to the diplopia prediction than ideal fusion. For these disparities, the disparity magnitude, not the disparity gradient, principally limited fusion, consistent with Mitchell (1966) and Ono, Angus, and Gregor (1977) who found the fusion limit for small and dots and lines to be approximately 15 arcmin. As with the 10 arcmin disparity already discussed above, the support features generated a significant shift in visual direction for the 15 arcmin disparity (F (1,8) = 9.949).
Support features shift visual direction towards a more balanced weighting of the two visual inputs, countering the disparity gradient constraint on fusion; however, the influence of support features can also be seen by comparing the percentage of observers that meet a particular criterion for ''fusion''. One reviewer suggested that fusion could be said to have occurred if mean visual direction is closer to a 50-50 weighting of the two visual inputs (ideal fusion) than the complete dominance of one eye over the other. Table 1 shows the percentage of observers that meet this fusion criterion for each condition. This analysis also shows a clear effect of support features; with a disparity gradient of 2, support features increased ''fusion'' from 11% to 89% of observers.
Experiment 2
Experiment 2 investigated some of the stimulus parameters that govern the effect of support features. In Experiment 1, the support features were attached to the corners of the target squares; however, in natural scenes, a gap may separate texture at the edge from support texture on the rest of the surface. Experiment 2 measured the effect of support features as a function of their separation from features with a steep disparity gradient.
Contrast polarity is another stimulus parameter that might influence the effect of support features. In Experiment 1, the support features shared the same contrast polarity as the target Fig. 8 . Some of the stimuli for Experiment 2 (schematic). The separation and contrast of the target squares was varied. To introduce a gap between the support and target squares, the target squares remained fixed and the support features were shifted vertically.
squares; however, in natural scenes, the edge of a surface may have the opposite contrast polarity to support texture on the rest of the surface. Experiment 2 tested whether these contrast polarity differences influence the effect of support texture. Another goal of Experiment 2 was to test whether the same processes drive both (1) the disparity gradient constraint on fusion and (2) the ability of support texture to restore fusion. Stimulus parameters that influence one should influence the other if both phenomena arise from the same mechanism. Prazdny (1985) found that contrast polarity differences weakened the disparity gradient constraint on fusion, so the ability of support texture to restore fusion might also diminish with contrast polarity differences. To introduce a gap between the support squares and the target squares, the 6 support squares above the upper target square were shifted up and the 6 support squares below the lower target were shifted down by the same amount. The stimuli and procedure were otherwise identical to that for Experiment 1. Eleven naïve observers participated.
Method

Results
The disparity gradient was 2 for all conditions in Experiment 2, so diplopia is expected with no support features (Burt & Julesz, 1980) . As expected, visual direction was close to the diplopia prediction when the target squares were presented without support features. Support features increased the number of observers meeting the fusion criterion (defined in Experiment 1 results) from 0% to 60% (Table 2 ). The support squares shifted visual direction towards ideal fusion for seven observers (type 1), but had no influence for three observers (type 2). Fig. 9 plots the mean visual direction of the target squares for type 1 and type 2 observers separately.
Type 1 observers
The results for the type 1 observers were analysed using a multivariate analysis of variance with planned orthogonal contrasts. When the support features were attached to the target squares, there was a significant shift in visual direction towards ideal fusion, as seen in Experiment 1 (F (1,6) = 77.63, see Fig. 9 0 arcmin separation). The effect of the support features was particularly large when they had the same contrast polarity as the target squares; same contrast polarity support features shifted visual direction close to ideal fusion (see black squares for the 0 arcmin separation in Fig. 9 ), whereas opposite contrast polarity support features generated a smaller shift (see grey squares for the 0 arcmin separation in Fig. 9 ). This effect of contrast polarity was significant for the 0 arcmin separation (F (1,6) = 11.68) and for the 1 arcmin separation (F (1,6) = 78.59). Interestingly, the effect of the support features was extremely sensitive to their separation from the target squares. Visual direction was closer to the diplopia prediction than ideal fusion when a gap of 2 arcmin separated the support features from the target squares and the effect of the support features was almost abolished by a 4 arcmin gap.
Type 2 observers
For three observers, the perceived direction of the target squares was extremely close to the diplopia prediction in all conditions. The disparity gradient appears to have disrupted fusion for the type 2 observers, but unlike the type 1 observer, the support squares failed to restore fusion. These individual differences might be related to those reported by Scharff (1997) , who found that the strength of the disparity gradient constraint on fusion differed substantially between observers.
Anomalous observer
The results for one observer differed from the type 1 observers and the type 2 observers. For small separations, support features that had opposite contrast polarity to the target squares had a large effect on visual direction. This effect diminished with increasing separation, yet the support squares that had the same contrast polarity as the target squares had no effect at any separation.
Discussion
Support features restored fusion for 60% of observers (type 1 observers); however, a gap of only 2 arcmin greatly reduced their effect. There is an interesting similarity between the effect of support features and the disparity gradient constraint on fusion, as both of these phenomena are extremely sensitive to small changes in separation. A second similarity is that both effects are much reduced when features differ in contrast polarity. In Experiment 2, the support features failed to restore fusion when they had opposite contrast polarity to the target squares. Likewise, Prazdny (1985) found that disparity gradients have a weaker influence on fusion when they occur between features with opposite contrast polarity. These similarities suggest that the same mechanism might be responsible for both the disparity gradient constraint on fusion and the ability of support features to mitigate that constraint (see Section 5).
Experiment 3
Support features had a reduced influence on fusion when their contrast polarity was opposite to the target squares (Experiment 2). In the opposite contrast polarity condition, there was also a luminance difference between the support and target squares. Experiment 3 tested whether a luminance difference between the support and target squares reduces the effect of the support squares even when there is no difference in contrast polarity. In the critical conditions of Experiment 3, the target squares and the support squares had the same contrast polarity, but they differed in luminance contrast. Smaller disparities and disparity gradients were used, because the support features had no effect on fusion for some observers in Experiment 2.
Method
Twenty-one undergraduates studying psychology at the University of New South Wales participated. 5 arcmin separated the target squares vertically as in the previous experiments. The disparity of the target squares was 3, 5 or 7 arcmin, generating disparity gradients equal to 0.6, 1 and 1.4. The background luminance of the squares was 45.9 cd/m 2 . The target squares were presented alone and always had the same luminance as each other. The luminance of the target squares was (0.24, 22.8, 68.9, or 92 cd/m 2 ), thus they were either high or low contrast and were either darker or lighter than the background. The target squares were also presented with support features and Fig. 10 shows a schematic of these conditions. The luminance of the support squares was 0.24, 22.8, 68.9, or 92 cd/m 2 (the same four luminances used for the target squares). Therefore, the support features were either low or high contrast and were either lighter or darker than the background. The support features were either the same or the opposite contrast polarity as the target squares. In same polarity conditions, the support squares were high contrast whenever the target squares were low contrast and vice versa. In opposite polarity conditions, both the target squares and the support squares were low contrast. The stimuli and procedure were otherwise the same as in the previous experiments.
Statistical analysis
Three a priori tests were conducted for each disparity using Bonferroni adjusted alpha levels of 0.167 per test (0.05/3). The contrasts compared visual direction for target squares in the presence/ absence of support squares. High contrast target squares were compared with or without low contrast support squares (same contrast polarity, left column Fig. 10 ). Low contrast target squares were compared with or without high contrast support squares (same contrast polarity, middle column Fig. 10 ). Low contrast target squares were compared with or without low contrast support squares with opposite contrast polarity (right column Fig. 10 ). Support opposite polarity to target Fig. 11 . Mean visual direction of the target squares against the disparity and disparity gradient of the target squares. Fusion predicts that the visual direction of the target squares will shift towards ideal fusion in the context of the support features. Diplopia predicts that the target squares will appear horizontally offset from one another. N = 21.
Results and discussion
The individual differences observed in Experiment 2 were not found in Experiment 3 using smaller disparities/disparity gradients, as the support features shifted visual direction towards ideal fusion for all observers. Fig. 11 shows the mean visual direction of the target squares for all observers. The 7 arcmin disparity generated a disparity gradient of 1.6 that clearly disrupted fusion when the target squares lacked support squares (circles in Fig. 11 ) since their visual direction was much closer to the diplopia prediction than ideal fusion. Support features shifted visual direction close to ideal fusion when they had the same contrast polarity as the target squares and were high contrast (F (1,20) = 28.629). The high contrast support features increased the number of observers meeting the fusion criterion (defined in results Experiment 1) from 15% to 80% (Table 3 ). The strong influence of high contrast support features on low contrast target squares suggests that a simple luminance difference between them does not reduce the effect of support features. To a lesser degree, the support features with opposite contrast polarity also shifted visual direction towards ideal fusion (F (1,20) = 13.870), consistent with the results of Experiment 2. Finally, the results suggest that the contrast of the support squares relative to the target squares is an important variable; the support features did not shift visual direction towards ideal fusion when the target squares were high contrast and the support squares were low contrast (F (1,20) = 0.922). For the smaller disparities (3 and 5 arcmin), mean visual direction was approximately midway between the fusion and diplopia predictions. It is difficult to discern whether fusion occurred at these small disparities/disparity gradients because fusion and diplopia predict similar visual directions for small disparities.
In summary, the results of Experiment 3 suggest that support features are less likely to restore fusion when they have lower contrast than the target squares. The results also suggest that the effect of the support features does not decline with a simple luminance difference between the target squares and the support squares, because high contrast target squares restored fusion for low contrast target squares. Experiment 3 also provides further evidence that the effect of the support features depends on their shared contrast polarity with features that define a steep disparity gradient.
General discussion
The aim of the present study was to investigate whether single vision can occur in the presence of steep disparity gradients if those gradients occur between the edges of two surfaces instead of isolated points. Unlike a pair of isolated points, the texture at the edge of a surface is typically proximal to features with the same disparity (other texture on the surface). Experiment 1 indicated that the presence of these support features can overcome the disparity gradient constraint on single vision. A pair of target squares with a steep disparity gradient appeared diplopic when they were presented alone, but single vision was restored when support features were presented next to the target squares.
Another aim of the present study was to evaluate whether single vision at surface edges arises from fusion or a local suppression of one eye's view. In the presence of the support features, the visual direction of the target squares was consistent with the average of their monocular directions. This suggests that single vision in the presence of steep disparity gradients can arise from the fusion of one eye's view with the other, not just a local suppression of one eye's view. The visual direction of the target squares also eliminates another explanation for why single vision generally occurs at surface edges despite steep disparity gradients. Several studies have observed that double vision is harder to notice in complex stimuli such as surfaces than for isolated points (Duwaer, 1983; Lee & Dobbins, 2006; McKee & Verghese, 2002) . The results indicate, however, that support texture does not simply make diplopia harder to notice, because the visual direction of the target squares was consistent with fusion, not diplopia.
In the presence of the support features, the stimulus was larger than when the target squares were isolated. Several studies have found that the fusion limit increases with surface size (Boman & Kertesz, 1985; Kertesz, 1981) ; however, the smallest surface that they tested was 5°of visual angle. Schor, Wood, and Ogawa (1984) found that the fusion limit was invariant across a wide range of rectangle widths from 2.7 to 350 arcmin tested, which includes the size of the stimuli in the present study. Therefore, the ability of support features to reduce the influence of steep disparity gradients on fusion is not just another example of the fusion limit increasing with stimulus size.
The processes that explain why disparity gradients influence fusion might also explain the effect of support features, as both effects diminish with separation and contrast polarity differences (Experiment 2). It has been proposed that the disparity gradient constraint on fusion arises because the mechanisms that encode disparity have a coarse spatial grain (McKee & Verghese, 2002; Scharff, 1997; Tyler, 1975) . At small separations, two objects will both influence the same disparity selective mechanism if it has a large receptive field. This generates diplopia when the objects have different disparities because the mechanism can only encode a single value of disparity. According to this explanation, fusion requires larger separations between features with larger relative disparities because the spatial grain of disparity selective mechanisms becomes increasingly coarse as their preferred disparity increases (size-disparity correlation). There is some psychophysical evidence for a size-disparity correlation in humans (Prince & Eagle, 1999; Schor, Wood, & Ogawa, 1984; Smallman & MacLeod, 1994) and recent studies of neurons in area V1 of monkeys provide some physiological evidence (Nienborg et al., 2004; Prince, Cumming, & Parker, 2002) .
This theory might also explain why support features counter the disruptive influence of steep disparity gradients on fusion. Owing to their coarse spatial grain, some disparity selective mechanisms might respond to both target squares and adjacent support features. The disparity gradient constraint is attenuated in the presence of support texture because then the mechanism responds to a larger number of elements that share its preferred disparity. The results of Experiment 2 support this explanation, since the ability of the support features to restore fusion declined dramatically across a small range of separations (<2 arcmin). The influence of support texture declined dramatically with separation, supporting recent estimates that the mechanisms that encode disparity respond to regions as small as 4-6 arcmin (Filippini & Banks, 2009; Harris, McKee, & Smallman, 1997) .
The results are also relevant to studies measuring visual direction in the vicinity of monocularly visible regions of the background. At the left and right edges of a foreground surface, one eye views a region of the background surface that is hidden for the other eye. These monocular regions are visible to the left and right edges of a foreground surface for the left and right eye respectively. Two studies measured the visual direction of the left or right edges of a foreground surface relative to the background surface (Erkelens, Muijs, & van Ee, 1996; Ono et al., 2003) . They found that visual direction was not the average of the two monocular views and was instead dominated by the eye viewing the monocular region. Erkelens, Muijs, and van Ee (1996) and Ono et al. (2003) concluded that the monocular region was responsible for the discrepancy between visual direction and the fusion prediction; but the steep disparity gradient at those edges provided an alternative explanation. The present study shows that steep disparity gradients have a reduced influence on visual direction at surface edges. Thus, these data suggest that visual direction is distorted at the lateral edges of surfaces because of the monocular region that accompanies such edges, not steep disparity gradients. In summary, the experiments reported here indicate that support texture increases the likelihood of fusion in the presence of steep disparity gradients. Although the disparity gradient constrains fusion for isolated pairs of dots, its influence is markedly reduced by support texture at surface edges. The results indicate that single vision in the presence of steep disparity gradients can occur as a result of the fusion of the two eyes' views, not just a local suppression of one eye's view. The results suggest that there is a close relationship between the disparity gradient constraint on fusion and the mitigating influence of support texture; both phenomena may arise from the coarse spatial grain of the mechanisms that recover disparity.
